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(potentially a major application), and 
the conceptually difficult spectrum of 
phenomena ranging from straight 
electrolysis, through electrically assisted 
photolysis, to straight photolysis of 
water at electrically connected semicon
ducting electrodes without benefit of 
exte:rnal batteries. (This wh'Ole fiefd was 
initiated by a Japanese paper in Nature 
in 1972.) Ti02 and SrTi03 have been 
tried, but othe'r semiconductors with 
smaller bandgaps need to be developed, 
perhaps with dye sensitisers incor
porated. The potential importance of 
this technology is very great. 

In a beautifullY lucid lecture G. Allen 
(Imperial CoUege), basing himself on 
the Flory-Huggins insights, explained 
just why useful two-phase polymers can 
in general only be made by the strata
gem of block copolymerisation, which 
alone permits the correct balance 
between the tendency to phase separate 
and the physical impossibility of doing 
so completely. To a metallurgist used to 
the interpretation of metallurgical 
phase diagrams in terms of the con
figurational entropy of crystalline solid 
solutions, the rationalisa,tion of poly
meric phase diagrams in terms of the 
configurational entropy of polymer 
chains was convincing. The laws of 
mixtures governing the physical proper
ties of such systems were exemplified 
and the prospects for ungrafted 
solution-blended two-phase systems 
outlined. (Physically mixed polymer 
systems apparently have a Houdini-like 
proclivity for escaping from their most 
elaborate entanglements.) The forma
tion of networks from T -shaped 
monomers was explained. TIiis 
approach permits the design of tough 
structural plastics and rubbers, of 
materials with controlled water permea
bility and other special-function 
polyers. In this lecture the rationale 'Of 
a lifetime's research strategy was made 
manifest. 

The symposium was an unqualified 
success, and it is to be hoped that the 
SRC will feel encouraged to CDntinue to 
sponsor such occasions. 0 

Green light for 
the signal hypothesis? 
from Pamela Hamlyn 

THE work on secreted prDteins, parti
cularly those of the liver and pancreas, 
has demDnstrated that these proteins 
are sYIlithesised 'On ribosomes bDund to 
endoplasmic reticulum, then transfer
red through the membrane into the 
lumen so that their synthesis and secre
tiQn form a continuous process. What 
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is much less certain is the way in which 
the messenger RNAs which code f'Or 
secretory prDteins are selected for 
translatiQn by membrane-bound ribo
somes. That the seLection may be a 
consequence 'Of a paJ.1ticular nucleotide 
sequence in these mRNAs, or due to 
Ithe activity of a separate class of 
ribosomes, are cDnsiderations which 
have fQund some experimental support, 
but the suggJestion fDr which there is 
most experimentalevidenoe is ,that 
it is a characteristic 'Of the protein 
itself (namely the amino acids 
found at Ithe aminQ terminus of a 
precursor form of the mature protein) 
which leads to its synthesis by mem
brane-bound ribosomes. A model for 
,the mechanism by which the ribosome 
is brought in contact with 1he mem
brane by way of the N-terminal amino 
acids has been suggested by G. Blobd 
and hiscol1leagues (for exam pIle, Blobel 
& Dobberstein 1. cell Bioi. 67, 835; 
1975). 

Some v,ery cDnvincingevidence that 
it is the protem product, rather than 
the mRNA or ribos'Omes, which is res
ponsibLe for 1he specificity of attach
ment of poly-somes to membranes, has 
been produced by Harvey LQdish's 
group at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (Wirth et aI. Cell 10, 253; 
1977). Working with Sindbis virus
infected chicklen embryo fibroblasts, 
,they have iSDlated a 26S viral mRNA 
which codes for thr;ee proteins; one is 
a core protein which is eventually 
as~ociated wIth ,the 42S RNA viral 
genome and the other two are glyco
proteins required fOif the lipid bilayer 
which ,envelQPs the mature virus. The 
proteil1JS are transla,ted sequentially 
from one 1n1,ti<1tiDn site 'On the mRNA: 
first the COJ.1e protein, then the two 
envelope prDteins. This l1ecent report is 
concerned with the localisa,tion 'Of the 
polysomes involved in the synthesis of 
these two classes of protein. It was 
found that 70% of the 26S RNA is 
bQund to membrane and that newly 
synthesised COJ.1e protein is loca1ised on 
the cytoplasmic side of the endoplasmic 
l1eticulum and remains free in the cy,to
pl'asm. whel1eas the lenvelope proteins 
remain assodated with membrane. 
Since the same ribosomes translate the 
same mRN A this is very persuasive 
evidenoe that ndther the ribosome nor 
the mRNA determlines which proteins 
are sy;nthesised on membran:e. In the 
model described by Wirth et al. it is 
proposed that at the beginning of trans
lation the 26S RNA is free in the 
cytoplasm whel1eas the core prDtein is 
synthesised and released. As transla
tiDn of the ,envelope protein proceeds, 
its amin'O-'terminal sequenoe initiates an 
interaction with the membrane Jeading 
to the ribosome becQming 'membrane
bound'. No amino acid data is available 
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for the synthesised proteins but it has 
been observed that the first of 1he two 
glycoproteins is produced in a larger 
form than is fQund in the lipid en
vdope. 

The Eight chain of mouse immunQ
globulin has been known for some time 
,to be synthesised in a larger form 
than is eventuaLly secreted. This has 
been shown to be due to about 20 extra 
aminQ acids preceding the amino 
terminus of the mature protein. Israel 
Schechter and his coworkers have been 
working on the sequence of the amino 
acids in what they call the ',extra piece' 
in several diffel1ent light chains (Bur
stein & Schechter Proc. natn. A cad. 
Sci. U.S.A. 74, 716; 1977). Two com
pletely sequenced, and other partialily 
sequenced, 'extra pileces' reveal that 
that ahhough these 'J.1egi'Ons are not 
particularly hQmologous in sequence 
they all con1ain a very high proportion 
of hydrophobic amino acids. This fits 
nicely with the suggestion that this 
J.1egion is responsible for the interaction 
with endoplasmic reticulum leading to 
the ribosomes becoming bound 10 
membrane. However, Burstein and 
Schechter envisage that the hydro
phobic 'l1cgion would also allow the 
prQte:into associate wiJth other mem
branes and sugges1 in particular that it 
may interact with the cell surfaoe mem
brane tQ serve as an antigen-recognising 
receptor. This hypothesis can be tested 
experimentally: It wi)'! be interesting 
to see if the 'eXJtra piece' is involved 
in several diffeJ.1ent protein-membrane 
interactions. 0 

Iranian natural 
history 
from Peter D. Moore 

THE past 30 years have seen an enor
mous expansion in amateur intel1est in 
natural hrstory in EurQpe and NDr,th 
America. This surge has been accom
paniedand encouraged by a paranel 
proliferatiDn of field guides for the 
identification of such organisms as 
birds, plants and butterflIes. Taxonomy 
apart, these develQpmen,ts have been of 
great benefit tQ the seriQus study of 
distribution patterns, behaviour and 
migration. In many other parts of the 
world, where documentation is at 
present far Iless ,thorough, the gal van i
sation of the potential mass of amatuers 
may simply be awaiting the provision 
of accessible field guides to identifica
tion. 
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